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MSU Gyn-COE  Report  2010 through 2011 

Introduction. 

In the United States there are over 40000 new endometrial cancers detected annually.  Fortunately 

many of these women will survive past 5 years following standard treatments of surgery and surgery 

combined with radiation or chemotherapy.  However, about 8000 women are not as fortunate and will 

succumb to their disease despite good clinical care.  Data from our lab and others has documented that 

endometrial cancers may share some similarities or molecular signatures with the traditional pathologic 

and clinical definitions of these tumors.  However, these cancers are in reality quite individual, and those 

certain cancers that follow an aggressive clinical course are likely the result of underlying molecular 

changes that account for these cancers behaviors.   

PROGRAM II:  Molecular Profiling of Gynecologic Cancers 

Project Leaders:  John Risinger, PhD (Michigan State University), Thomas Conrads, PhD (Women’s Health 

Integrated Research Center at Inova Health Systems) 

To evaluate the accuracy of genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic techniques as well as 

other future methods to develop and ultimately validate molecular profiles, in tissues, blood, serum, 

urine and cells from patients with gynecologic conditions including cancers, that can improve our 

understanding of the molecular alterations associated with gynecologic malignancies and benign 

gynecologic conditions; and/or facilitate optimal disease detection and prevention, delivery of care or 

development of more effective treatments.  Program II is currently focusing on proteomic and genomic 

profiles / markers associated with or predictive of metatstasis, disease recurrence/progression as well as 

drug resistance/sensitivity.  

MSU:  MSU scientists will participate in gynecologic research in collaboration with the GYN-COE. As such 

the site PI, Dr. John Risinger will be involved in many aspects of the award including regular participation 

in planning and experimental design, interpretation and progress in conjunction with the Executive 

Team at the GYN-COE (Drs. Maxwell, Hamilton, Conrads and Darcy). MSU scientists will principally be 

involved in the molecular profiling project described in detail in the appendix of the application. Dr. 

Risinger and his team will be responsible for the experiments summarized below.  Dr. Risinger and his 

team will be involved in the interpretation and analysis of gene expression array data as well as next 

generation expression and sequence results through-out the duration of the grant.  They will work in 

conjunction with the GYN-COE to finalize specific gene targets that merit further experimental validation 

of examination in pre-clinical models of endometrial cancer. 

MSU will also function in providing his expertise in the statistical confirmation and identification of 

biomarkers associated with factors related to clinical outcomes of uterine and ovarian cancer.  These 

will include a comprehensive evaluation and analysis of mRNA and miRNA gene expression data 

associated with endometrial and ovarian cancers as well as their suspected normal tissues of origin.  He 

will provide analysis that will help guide the design of experiments related to the biologic function of 

identified molecules.  This will be achieved by providing analyses directed towards functional 
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significance through the use of integrated bioinformatic and systems biology approaches.  These 

approaches will help to classify genes and their associated networks.  Dr. Risinger will interact and 

consult with the GYN-COE and its other bioinformatics and systems biologists to achieve state of the art 

science related to biomarker discovery and biologic significance.  Importantly he will also serve in the 

design and analysis of experiments related to cell function such that these studies are designed with 

appropriate statistical power and scientific rigor. 

MSU will also perform experimental validation of mRNAs target identified by comparison of metastatic 

and non-metastatic endometrial cancers (SA1) and recurrent and non-recurrent stage 1 endometrial 

cancers (SA3)and novel mutated or expression targets identified in SA3 as described in project 2. RNAs 

necessary for validation will be received from Women’s Health Integrated Research Center (WHIRC) at 

Inova Health Systems in Annandale VA for the GYN-COE following microdissection and will be processed 

to cDNA.  cDNA samples will be examined using highly specific quantitative RT-PCR for identified mRNAs 

and ncRNAs. Some validated biomarkers will be assessed for biologic function.  Specifically whether in 

vitro modulation by gene knock-down and add- back can affect neoplastic endpoints described in 

project 2.   

The purpose of this work is to increase our understanding of the molecular aberrations associated with 

endometrial and ovarian carcinogenesis and the biologic mechanism(s) associated with these defects 

and their relation to clinical and pathologic factors.   

Body 

The work is summarized. 

Cell line models : Significant effort was undertaken to characterize specific cell based reagents targeted 

for use in future gene manipulation studies.  These studies were designed to substantiate previously 

described characteristics of known models and also to characterize newly developed models for which 

cell based assay behavior was unknown or incomplete.  Specifically gene knock-down and add back 

studies will require normal endometrial cells that are immortalized without oncogenes, retain ovarian 

steroid response and are non-tumorigenic in immune compromised mice.  The best model described in 

the literature that satisfies these criteria is the EEC-TERT cell line(1). Recently unpublished data obtained 

by MSU collaborators at Northwestern suggest these cells were tumorigenic and also metastatic.  These 

cells were obtained from Dr. Fazleabas collection of cell lines.  The Risinger lab at MSU is utilizing EEC-

TERT cells obtained directly from the originators Drs Klonisch.  The laboratory has recently obtained 12z 

cells derived from endometriosis a precursor of gyn malignancy. Studies will also require cells with 

PPP2R1A mutation(2-5).  We identified PPP2R1A mutation  in ACI-89 derived from an ovarian clear cell 

carcinoma and ACI-158 derived from a uterine serous carcinoma(2). Both these cells were developed by 

Dr. Risinger. 
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Function and clinical studies of ARID1A, ARID1B and PPP2R1A: Next generation sequencing efforts 

targeted to ovarian clear cell cancers identified mutations in the swi/snf chromatin remodeling gene 

ARID1A and in the structural component gene PPP2R1A of the PP2A phosphatase(5, 6).  Mutations of 

ARID1A were confirmed to be common in endometrioid and clear cell cancer of ovary. Mutation and 

loss of expression were also noted in a high frequency of uterine carcinomas(7, 8). PPP2R1A mutations 

were found to frequently occur in the serous type of uterine cancer(2-4). The function of these genes in 

malignancy is unclear.  

A major focus of effort in coming months will be to examine changes to cell phenotypes when the 

ARID1A/B  or PPP2R1A genes are manipulated in appropriate uterine and ovarian cell line models.  

Furthermore cellular consequences in terms of mRNA and protein levels will be examined using models 

developed in this quarter.  Furthermore effects on the phosphoproteome will be examined utilizing 

models developed in this quarter. 

Race as a surrogate for poor outcome: A racial disparity in incidence and survival exists for many human 

cancers. Understanding and addressing the reasons for these disparities is critical for reducing cancer 

burdens.  A well described disparity in both incidence and survival outcome exists for endometrial 

cancer. Population based studies using data from both the National Cancer Data Base and Surveillance, 

Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) have consistently shown that Caucasians (CA) are more likely to 

develop this cancer than are African Americans (AA) even after controlling for hysterectomy(9-11).  

However, African American women are about two times more likely to die from their disease than are 

Caucasians(11, 12).  The reasons underlying these disparities are complex and include social, cultural 

and biologic factors(13).  Several molecular genetic studies have identified differences in the prevalence 

of certain gene mutations or expression aberrations in cancers from AA and CA women. For example, 

the TP53 tumor suppressor gene is mutated more frequently in endometrial cancers from AA 

women(14). Similarly the HER2/Neu oncogene is more frequently up-regulated in endometrial cancer 

from AA women(15). In addition, a specific chromosome gain on chromosome one is more frequent in 

endometrial cancers from AA women(16).  Epigenetic methylation of the ribosomal DNA is also less 

prevalent in endometrial cancers from AA women(17).  TP53, rDNA and HER2 events are tied to more 

aggressive behavior and adverse outcome in endometrial cancer, suggesting they may be responsible in 

part for the outcomes disparity for AA women. In contrast, the PTEN tumor suppressor gene is more 

frequently mutated in cancers from CA and is associated with a more favorable outcome(18).  

Recently, we performed transcript expression studies in endometrial cancers(19-22).  These studies 

showed distinct expression related to histologic type as well as identifying transcripts associated with 

microsatellite instability.  We performed an initial study in which we specifically compared stage and 

grade matched endometrial cancers from AA and CA patients to identify whether distinct transcripts 

were associated with the race of the patient and, if so, whether these could serve as candidates for 

diagnosis, prognosis or intervention.  A previous study using a very similar study design found no global 

differences between AA and CA but did identify a small sub-set of genes differentially expressed.  

Although global differences between the two groups are not evident in our first study, we do identify a 
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number of statistically differentially expressed transcripts, a subset of which were validated by 

quantitative real time PCR. Among those validated was that encoded by the gene for phosphoserine 

phosphatase like (PSPHL), which was found to be prominently expressed in endometrial cancer 

specimens from AA women and cloned an additional splice variant also preferentially expressed in AA 

women.  The data from this initial study and the relevance of the PSHPL gene in endometrial cancer and 

other tissue was prepared for publication and submitted to Frontiers in Womens Cancers. 

The COE prepared and profiled a much larger set of laser captured endometrial cancers than in our 

initial or Ferguson et al studies. MSU was asked to re-evaluate these data in terms of global expression 

changes and specific changes associated with patient and clinical demographics. 

Acomplishments 

Unique endometrial cancer cell reagents developed by Dr.  Risinger at the Curtis and Elizabeth Anderson 

Cancer Institute in Savannah, GA were disseminated to COE and COE collaborative work groups.  This 

included the National Cancer institute (NCI), Bethesda MD, Women's Health Integrated Research Center 

at Inova, Annandale VA, Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Roswell Park, NY and the Uniformed Services 

University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda MD. 

The laboratory tested several endometrial cell models for presence of ovarian steroid receptors.  Of 

these we examined ECC-1 cells obtained both from the originator Dr. Satyawaroop and from the ATCC. 

Both lineages of ECC-1 were shown to harbor ER and PR (Figure 1). In addition we examined two 

lineages of Ishikawa cells both directly obtained from the originator.  Neither of these were shown to 

possess significant levels of receptor (Figure1). We also examined a panel of endometrial cancers 

established by our lab in Savannah Georgia.  Of these only the ACI-181 endometrial carcinoma cell line 

expressed significant levels of ER and PR (Figure 1).The endometrial cell line EEC-TERT derived from 

normal glandular epithelial cells following hTERT immortalization was obtained from Dr Hombach-

Klonisch.  Cells were received both in Savannah and Michigan.   Both lineages of EEC-TERT were shown 

to express ER and PR. 

EEC-TERT and ACI-181 cells were further tested for expected gene expression response following 

estrogen or progestin treatment to determine whether receptors that were present were functional.  

The cells are responsive to ovarian steroids in an expected manner as evidenced by increased TFF1 

following estrogen administration(Figure 2).  The EEC-TERT cells were proven to be non-tumorigenic in 

the flank of immune compromised Nu/Nu mice, whereas ACI-158 and ACI-181 are tumorigenic (Figure 

3).  The behavior of the cells in migration and invasion assays is still under study. 

We established a collaboration with our former colleagues Olga Aprelikova and Mark Simpson at NCI to 

examine the effect of miRNAs on endometrial stromal cell effects on tumorigenicity of endometrial 

cancer.  An offshoot of these studies involved the ACI-158  uterine serous carcinoma cell line.  The cell 
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line is highly tumorigenic and especially migratory and invasive in boyden chamber assays.  Furthermore 

metastasis arise spontaneously in lymph nodes and lungs following flank injection.  Cells derived from 

lung metastasis and re-cultured are even more highly tumorigenic and exhibit more penetrant 

metastasis.   

Three variants of these cells were examined using affymetrix based gene expression and mass spec 

spectral count proteomics. Preliminary analysis of these data suggests that significant numbers of gene 

transcript changes occur between the weakly metastatic parental cells and the highly penetrant 

metastatic variants.  Gene expression data was of high quality (Figure 4). This data is further depicted in 

an unsupervised global analysis of transcripts(Figure 5).  The separation of classes was driven by a 

relatively distinct set of diifferentially expressed transcripts(figure 6).  Detailed lists of transcripts and 

proteins are provided in supplemental files 1 and 2 and their overlap in supplemental file 3.  

Furthermore a preliminary analysis of significant molecules was used to identify GO pathways relevant 

to the variant differences (supplemental file 4).  The ACI-158 cell line and its metastatic behavior 

provides numerous opportunities to study characteristics of aggressive uterine serous carcinoma. 

ACI 89 ovarian clear cell cancer and ACI-158 uterine serous carcinoma cells were found to harbor the 

recurring PPP2R1A mutations (Figure 7). ACI-89 does not form tumors in nude mice based on our 

previous studies.  20 other endometrial and ovarian cell lines were found to be wild-type at these 

hotspots(Supplemental File 5). 

Lentiviral constructs were developed to express nothing (empty vector), wild type PPP2R1A, Codon 179 

mutant and codon 183 mutant PPP2R1A. We constructed both tagged and untagged versions in 

pLenti6.3/V5-DEST(Figure 8).  Expression of tagged versions can confirm the introduced protein among 

background of endogenous protein but the V5 tag may effect function therefore both versions were 

used in phenotypic studies. 

Virus were generated and used to infect EEC-tert cells with empty vector, wild-type and both mutant 

versions of PPP2R1A.  These cells were examined for proliferation, colony forming on plastic and 

anchorage independent growth. Virus were also prepared and used to infect empty vector and wild-type 

PPP2R1A in ACI-158 serous carcinoma cells which harbor an endogenous PPP2R1A mutation.  Levels of 

wild-type message were measured by real-time PCR and increases in total PPP2R1A were noted in wild-

type over-expressors .  Increases in message levels were confirmed by immunoblots(Figure 9).   

Introduction of mutant versions of PPP2R1A had no effect on the cell proliferation of EEC-TERT nor did it 

effect the migration of these cells or colony formation rates in soft agar (Figures 10 and 11).  

Introduction of wild type PPP2R1A into ACI-158 cells also had no effect on proliferation (Figure 12). 

RNAs and Protein lysates from these cells were sent to WHIRC and were examined by MASS-SPEC 

proteomics and AFFYMETRIX based gene transcript expression analysis in an attempt to uncover 

whether the introduction of mutants had any cellular effects.  The quality of Affymetrix data was in 

general very good.  One array EEC-tert-179mut replicate c had extremely high signal values and stood 

out as an outlier (Figure13). In general introduction of additional wild-type PPP2R1A into PPP2R1A 

mutant ACI-158 induced the most transcript changes.  Most of these resulted in transcript increases 
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(Figure 14).  Few changes were noted in EEC-TERT cells consistent with no observable cellular effects 

(Figure 15). These changes were reflected in unsupervised analysis which showed that each cell line and 

its manipulation was distinct from other cells (Figure 16). Full lists of altered transcripts are included in 

the supplemental file 6. Spectral counts of identified proteins were also examined in PPP2R1A 

manipulated cells supplemental file 7.  Altered transcripts were characterized by gene ontology 

(supplemental file 8).  Cell experiments were repeated with non-V5 tagged versions of the PPP2R1A. 

These data are annotated as supplemental file 8 a. Because these were done initially with a V5 tagged 

versions of PPP2R1A to differentiate introduced versions from endogenous versions the arrays have 

been repeated with untagged versions and data are forthcoming in the following month. 

Cells will be examined for effects on the phosphoproteome which should be directly targeted by PP2A in 

the coming months. 

22 endometrial and ovarian cancer cell lines were examined for ARID1A and ARID1B loss by 

immunoblotting (Figure 17).  Models with ARID1A loss were identified similar to results of ARID1A from 

analysis on primary tumors suggesting the models will be relevant for study of ARID1A.  A single 

truncation mutation of ARID1B was noted in 1 of 8 OCC in the supplemental section of their publication. 

Therefore we also examined ARID1B.  We noted many cell lines without ARID1B in addition to loss of 

ARID1A.  We further confirmed the nuclear location of ARID1A in these cells and demonstrated loss of 

both proteins in ACI-98 cells(Figure 18). Because the ARID genes are a key component of the chromatin 

remodeling complexes in cells and may contribute to epigenetic mechanism of gene expression and 

repression we also examined cells from a classic murine model of hormone induced uterine 

carcinoma(23).   Specifically we examined three uterine cancer cell lines established from CD-1 mice 

treated neonatally with DES(24).  These DES induced cancer lines expressed abundant Arid1A and Arid1B 

(Figure 19).  

The ARID1A and ARID1B genes are very large and will require a concentrated sequencing effort to 

catalogue the exact defects in the human gynecologic cancer cell lines lacking protein.  Sequencing 

efforts targeted at AN3CA and ACI-98 cells are ongoing.  A hurdle has been the technical limitation of 

amplifying the extremely GC rich and large exon 1 of both ARID1A and ARID1B.  We have however 

identified a  truncation mutation of ARID1B in the AN3CA cell line.  This represents the first endometrial 

cancer with such a mutation and explains the loss of protein in this reagent.  

A full length ARID1A cDNA was obtained by WHIRC from Origene and transferred to MSU.  The cDNA 

was reengineered for expression for expression of Myc/Flag tagged versions in a tetracycline inducible 

lentiviral system (Figure 20). We first re-engineered the recombination site of pLenti CMV/TO GFP-Zeo 

DEST to harbor att sites to flank unique AsiSI and Pme1 sites of the entry vector from Origene.  The full 

length ARID1A was then moved to the reengineered pLenti CMV/TO GFP-Zeo DEST Tet/On vector 

following AsiSI and Pme1 restriction digestion and ligation.  MSU 

 has now received the ARID1B clone and it has been re-engineered similarly.  We now have both ARID1A 

and ARID1B cloned in conventional lentiviral vectors and in the Tet/ON retroviral vector (Figure 20 and 

21). 
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We have completed an initial quality assessment of the ARID1A vector.  The ARID1A vector is capable of 

efficient expression as monitored by the GFP tag when introduced to 293 cells (Figure 22). The vector 

produces full length ARID1A as monitored by V5  and ARID1A immunoblotting , empty vector serves as 

control(Figure 23). 

Our laboratory has obtained and transformed cloned necessary lentiviral packaging plasmids (pLP2, 

pLP/VSVG and pLP1).  These have now been used to make initial lentiviral particles.  A schematic for viral 

production is presented in Figure 24. The ARID1A and ARID1B genes are at the maximum size limits for 

viral particle production.   Our initial production indicates that lentivirus is produced from the vector but 

that we will need to increase its titer for high efficiency infections (Figure 25).   Stable TET repressor 

expressing  versions of model cell lines are necessary for effective TET/ON viral production.  We are 

currently generating these models according to schematic Figure 26.  Cell line TOV21G (clear cell 

ovarian), AN3CA (metastatic endometrioid endometrial), ACI-98 (undifferentiated endometrial) will be 

transfected with mammalian expression vector pCMV/6TR and stable clones selected and screened by 

immunblot for TET repressor expression. 

Neoplastic phenotypes of colony formation on plastic not dependent of TET/ON delivery are currently  

in progress in evaluate the tumor suppressive nature of ARID1A and B in these models. 

We performed an initial assessment of the affect of five independent shRNA to ARID1A on the EEC-tert 

normal endometrial cells. The regions targeted are noted in Figure 27 and sequences of shRNA matching 

other published ARID1A studies noted.  We noted knockdown of transcript and protein following 

infection (Figure 28).  shRNA targeting ARID1A resulted in decreased proliferation in all five knockdown 

lines (Figure 29). These data are similar to knockdown of skin and pancreatic precursors (25). Despite 

sharing the same targeted sequences the data are in contrast to studies in ovary surface epithelial cells 

which were noted to increase their proliferation in response to ARID1A knockdown(26). 

Race:  We completed an initial assessment of race on endometrial cancers and prepared a manuscript 

which is in submission to “Frontiers in Womens Cancer”. 

In addition we received a set of Affymetrix plus 2.0 gene expression data from a larger set of 

endometrial cancers (rs2A). 

Initial analysis of the data is complete.  In our previous previous comparison of endometrial cancers 

between African American (AA) and Caucasian (C ) we found 325 transcripts at p < 0.005  (RS1 data set) 

of which 66 were altered by 2-fold.  These transcripts also have a geometric average signal greater than 

100 either for AA or C cases.  RS1 is based on 11 AA and 14 C cases.  Paired T-test was used for this 

comparison using 14 pairs in which 3 AA cases were duplicated to make up 14 pairs.  The p-values are 

over-estimates to this extent.  However, pairing allowed histology, stage and grade effect compensation.  

RS2A contains 25 AA and 25 C cases matched for histology and stage.  There were 10 early stage and 15 

advanced stage cases per race.  C cases include 12 Serous and 13 Endometrioids while AA cases include 

12 Endometrioid and 13 Serous cases.  In these 50, there are 3 grade-1, 16 grade-2 and 31 grade-3 

cases. These are LCM quality materials arrayed on HG-U133 Plus 2.0 chips. Class comparison was done 
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using two sample two-tailed T-tests.  There were 44 transcripts at p < 0.005, altered by 2-fold with a 

geometric average signal > 100.   

Endometrial expression of normals:  Class comparison of AA vs. C using normal cases (3 AA and 3 C 

cases), identified 68 transcripts significant at p < 0.05 and 2-fold change.  Interestingly, the only gene 

common to these two lists is PSPHL (CO9).   

In the coming quarter we will assess this dataset further and examine the effect of other variables such 

as histology and grade with race to further investigate this set of data. 

Figures (Provided in separate powerpoint file) 

Supplemental files supplied separately 

Note: Tumorigenicity studies did not utilize DoD monies 
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Figure 1.  Ovarian steroid receptor levels in endometrial cell models. Real-time PCR 
of ER and PR levels compared to PPIA(cyclophillin).  
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Figure 2. Gene expression following steroid administration. Relative expression of TFF1  
and PAEP transcripts following addition of either estrogen , progestin or the combination 
 in phenol free steroid free media. 
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Global expression profiles of about 23.9 K transcripts found in at least half of the arrays 

Figure 5. Principal Component Analysis. LUC has much larger scatter but LU and 
LM2 are well clustered and have approximately similar differential expression 
profiles along PC #1 (28%).  The difference between LU and LM2 is along PC #3 
(18%).  Along PC#2, the variance is predominantly within the classes. 
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Fig. 7. Sequence 
chromatograms showing 
PPP2R1A mutations. The 
lower panels show the 
mutation region, and the 
upper panels show the 
wildtype. A is ovarian clear 
cell carcinoma cell line ACI-
89 and B is uterine serous 
carcinoma cell line ACI-158. 



Figure 8. Lentiviral construct for PPP2R1A expression. 



Anti V5 tag Anti PPP2R1A 
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Figure 9. Immunoblot analysis of PPP2R1A 
(A) C-terminal V5 tagged PPP2R1A were expressed in ACI-158 and EEC-TERT detected by anti V5 
tag antibody. (B)  Recombinant PPP2R1A (without V5 tag) detected by anti PPP2R1A antibody. 
WT : parental cell, vector : pLenti6.3 vector, PPP2R1A : wild type PPP2R1A, MUT183 : PPP2R1A 
mutant 183, MUT179 : PPP2R1A mutant 179. 



Figure 10. Proliferation of EEC-TERT following 
viral introduction of PPP2R1A mutants 
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Figure 11. Soft agar colony formation assay of EEC-TERT  
Cells (5 x 104) seeded  to 6 well plate with 0.35% agarose / 10% FBS / 
DMEM F12 and cultured for 10 days in 37 oC and 5% CO2. A : EEC-TERT, B 
: EEC-TERT/pLenti 6.3 vector, C : EEC-TERT/ PPP2R1A WT, D : EEC-TERT/ 
PPP2R1A M183, E : EEC-TERT/ PPP2R1A M179. 



Figure 12. Proliferation assay of ACI-158 
following viral introduction of PPP2R1A  



File Code SF %P+M
GAPDH 

3-5-
ratio

 GAPDH  
signal

Olga_1a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 V5DEST_a 2.92 49.4 1.08 32168
Olga_1b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 V5DEST_b 2.83 49.7 1.03 32116
Olga_1c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 V5DEST_c 3.35 48.7 1.00 35232
Olga_2a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 -PPP2R1A_a 2.71 52.3 1.01 31492
Olga_2b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 -PPP2R1A_b 2.86 50.6 0.98 30972
Olga_2c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 ACI-158 -PPP2R1A_c 2.56 52.0 0.96 30409
Olga_3a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5DEST_a 3.13 48.8 1.14 32699
Olga_3b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5DEST_b 3.47 49.2 1.11 34222
Olga_3c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5DEST_c 2.80 49.4 1.08 30551
Olga_4a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_a 2.57 50.8 1.04 29285
Olga_4b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_b 2.79 49.8 1.04 31833
Olga_4c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_c 3.46 48.8 1.11 35197
Olga_5a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut183_a 3.34 49.6 1.04 35858
Olga_5b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut183_b 3.51 50.2 1.03 36279
Olga_5c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut183_c 3.07 49.5 1.08 32810
Olga_6a_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut179_a 2.92 48.9 1.02 32247
Olga_6b_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut179_b 2.60 50.1 1.03 30877
Olga_6c_(HG-U133_Plus_2).mas5 EEC-hTert V5- PPP2R1A_Mut179_c 4.57 46.8 1.10 49675

Array quality check 

Figure 13. Affymetrix human genome U133 Plus 2.0 Arrays having 54675 probe sets were used.  Signal 
values were determined by MAS5 algorithm and total intensity normalization was applied to a target 
value of 500.  The parameters above were estimated by Expression console software.  All arrays have 
excellent GAPDH 3’/5’ ratios.  The array EEC Mut170c has higher scale factor than others. 



Comparison Up Down Total
ACI-158 PPP2R1A vs. V5 782 176 958
EEC-hTert PPP2R1A vs. V5 30 18 48
EEC-hTert PPP2R1A Mut183 vs. V5 42 27 69
EEC-hTert PPP2R1A Mut179 vs. V5 72 48 120
EEC-hTert PPP2R1A Mut183 vs. PPP2R1A 22 26 48
EEC-hTert PPP2R1A Mut179 vs. PPP2R1A 32 19 51

Transcripts altered by 2-fold, at p<0.05, 
and a geometric average signal >100 

2-fold altered at p < 0.05 and signa>100
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Figure 14. Differentially expressed 
transcripts  



<1/3 1 >3 

Ratio to control V5 

Figure 15 Heat map of 1165 transcripts altered by 2-fold from control at p<0.05. 



Figure 16. Multidimensional scaling plot of z-scores of about 24K transcripts having at 
least 1 present call and differentially expressed at p < 0.1 in any one comparison with 
control V5 or WT PPP2R1A.   

z-scores were separately calculated for each cell line in order to equalize variance between the two cell lines. 

View angle is chosen such that 
both controls fall close to each 
other. 
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Figure 17.  ARID1A expression.  Immunoblot of 
ARID1A in cell extracts of ovarian and uterine 
cancer cell lines.  Tubulin serves as loading 
control.  3-8% SDS PAGE 
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Figure 18 . Immunoblots of nuclear and cytoplasmic cell extracts of endometrial 
cell lines.  KLE endometrial cancer and normal EEC-TERT express nuclear expressed 
 ARID1A and ARID1B wheras ACI-98 cells do not express either protein 
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Figure 19. Immunoblots of DES 
induced murine endometrial 
carcinoma cell lines for Arid1A 
and Arid1B expression. Lanes 4 
and 5 murine positive control 
and 6 and 7 human lines control 



Figure 20.  schematic of ARID1A cloning and Tet/ON vector re-engineering 



 ORF of ARID1B / Myc-Flag tag  ORF of ARID1B 

ARID1B plasmid construct 

Figure 21.  Schematic of ARID1B cloning and 
conventional Lenti and Tet/ON lenti vector 



Transfection of pLenti CMV_TO ARID1A to 293FT 

Bright 
field 

GFP 

pLenti CMV_TO vector pLenti CMV_TO ARID1A 

Figure 22.  Initial ARID1A vector transfection control. Efficiency monitored by GFP 
immunoflourescence  



ARID1A plasmid transfection 
to 293FT cell 
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Figure 23.  Immunoblots 
demonstrating 
recombinant ARID1A in 
293 cells. 
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Establish of TetR expression cell 

TetR expression cell 
(Blasticidin resistance) 

ARID1A lentivirus 
(Zeocin resistance) 

inducible ARID1A 



 Production of high-titer virus and/or high transduction
efficiency

 Establish of TetR expression cell
      (Ovarian clear cell carcinoma cell line TOV21G and 
       ACI-89, ARID1A negative) 

 ARID 1B plasmid construction



NM_006015 ARID1A Variant 1 (ORF 6858bp) 

NM_139135 ARID1A Variant 2 (ORF 6207bp) 

#10 exon2-3 #1, #2 exon20 #3 exon3 #9 exon18 

Target region of ARID1A shRNA lentivirus from Sigma 

#10, Sigam TRCN0000059090 : exon 2-3 (Guan B., et al, Cancer Res. 2011) 
#3, Sigma TRCN0000344652 : exon3 
#9, Sigma TRCN0000344709 : exon 18 (specific to variant1) 
#1, Sigam TRCN0000059091 : exon 20 (Guan B., et al, Cancer Res. 2011) 
#2, Sigma TRCN0000333242 : exon 20 



shARID1A 

WB of ARID1A 

Knockdown efficiency of shARID1A (EEC-TERT) 



Proliferation of shARID1A / EEC-TERT 

On going : H118 & HIO-103 (ovarian surface epithelial cells) 



Guan B et al. Cancer Res. 71(21), Nov 1, 2011 

OSE4, IOSE-80PC : Ovarian suface epithelium (immortalized by SV40 TAg) 



Shain AH., et al. PNAS.  2012 

HPDE : Human pancreatic duct epithelial (immortalized by SV40 TAg) 
HaCaT : Human skin keratinocyte (spontaneously transformed) 
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NM_017519.2 ARID1A variant 1 

NM_020732.3 ARID1A variant 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 exon 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

TRCN0000107362, #2, exon 18 
TRCN0000107364, #4, exon 18 

TRCN0000107361 
#1, exon 17-18 

TRCN0000107363 
#3, exon 13 

TRCN0000107360 
#10, exon 20, 3’UTR 

Target region of ARID1B shRNA lentivirus from Sigma 
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